ABSTRACT. Given an odd prime number p and a Coxeter group W such that the order of the product st is prime to p for every Coxeter generators s,t of W , we prove that the p-local homology groups H k (W, Z (p) ) vanish for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2(p − 2). This generalize a known vanishing result for symmetric groups due to Minoru Nakaoka.
INTRODUCTION
Coxeter groups are important objects in many branches of mathematics, such as Lie theory and representation theory, combinatorial and geometric group theory, topology and geometry. Since the pioneering work of Serre [21] , Coxeter groups have been studied in group cohomology as well. See the book by Davis [9] and §2.2 of this paper for brief outlooks. In this paper, we will study the p-local homology of Coxeter groups for odd prime numbers p. For an arbitrary Coxeter group W , its integral homology group H k (W, Z) is known to be a finite abelian group for all k > 0, and hence it decomposes into a finite direct sum of p-local homology groups each of which is a finite abelian p-group: H k (W, Z) p 5, the p-freeness assumption is necessary and the vanishing range 1 ≤ k ≤ 2(p − 2) is best possible. The situation is somewhat different for p = 3. See §5. 4 .
The proof of Theorem 1.1 consists of two steps, a case by case argument for finite p-free Coxeter groups with relatively small rank, and the induction on the number of generators. The induction is made possible by means of the equivariant homology of Coxeter complexes and the Leray spectral sequence converging to the equivariant homology. Now we will introduce the content of this paper very briefly. In §2.1, we will recall definitions and relevant facts concerning of Coxeter groups. Known results about homology of Coxeter groups and their consequences will be reviewed more precisely in §2.2. After the consideration of the equivariant homology of Coxeter complexes in §3. the proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in §4. The final section §5 consists of miscellaneous results. There we will give some classes of Coxeter groups such that all the p-local homology groups vanish.
Notation. Throughout this paper, p is an odd prime number unless otherwise stated. Z (p) is the localization of Z at the prime p (the ring of p-local integers). For a finite abelian group A, its p-primary component is denoted by A (p) . Note that A (p) A ⊗ Z Z (p) . For a group G and a (left) G-module M, the co-invariant of M is denoted by M G (see [8, II.2] for the definition). For a prime number p ≥ 2, we denote the cyclic group of order p and the field with p elements by the same symbol Z/p.
PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Coxeter groups. We recall definitions and relevant facts concerning of Coxeter groups. Basic references are [1, 7, 9, 14] . See also [12] for finite Coxeter groups. Let S be a finite set and m : S × S → N ∪ {∞} a map satisfying the following conditions:
The map m is represented by the Coxeter graph Γ whose vertex set is S and whose edges are the unordered pairs {s,t} ⊂ S such that m(s,t) ≥ 3. The edges with m(s,t) ≥ 4 are labeled by those numbers. The Coxeter system associated to Γ is the pair (W, S) where W = W (Γ) is the group generated by s ∈ S and the fundamental relations (st) m(s,t) = 1 (m(s,t) < ∞): 
Coxeter graphs for finite irreducible Coxeter groups are classified. There are four infinite families A n (n ≥ 1), B n (n ≥ 2), D n (n ≥ 4), I 2 (q) (q ≥ 3), and six exceptional graphs E 6 , E 7 , E 8 , F 4 , H 3 and H 4 . The subscript indicates the rank of the resulting Coxeter group. See Appendix for the orders of finite irreducible Coxeter groups. Here we follow the classification given in the book by Humphreys [14] and there are overlaps A 2 = I 2 (3), B 2 = I 2 (4). Note that W (A n ) is isomorphic to the symmetric group of n + 1 letters, while W (I 2 (q)) is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 2q.
Finally, given an odd prime number p, we define a Coxeter group W to be p-free if m(s,t) is prime to p for all s,t ∈ S. Here ∞ is prime to all prime numbers by the convention. For example, the Coxeter group W (I 2 (q)) is p-free if and only if q is prime to p, while the Coxeter group W (A n ) (n ≥ 2) is p-free for p ≥ 5. For every finite irreducible Coxeter group W , the range of odd prime numbers p such that W is p-free can be found in Appendix. Note that parabolic subgroups of p-free Coxeter groups are also p-free. Henceforth, we omit the reference to the Coxeter graph Γ and the set of Coxeter generators S if there is no ambiguity.
Known results for homology of Coxeter groups.
In this subsection, we will review some of known results concerning of the homology of Coxeter groups which are related to our paper. A basic reference for (co)homology of groups is [8] . In the beginning, Serre [21] proved that every Coxeter group W has finite virtual cohomological dimension and is a group of type WFL (see [8, Chapter VIII] for definitions). This implies, in particular, that H k (W, Z) is a finitely generated abelian group for all k. On the other hand, the rational homology of any Coxeter groups are known to be trivial (see [5, Proposition 5.2] 
where p runs the finite set of prime numbers dividing the order of H k (W, Z). The universal coefficient theorem implies
(see [6, Corollary 2.3.3] ). It turns out that the study of the integral homology groups of Coxeter groups reduces to the study of the p-local homology groups. Later, we will prove that
The first and second integral homology of Coxeter groups are known.
Proposition 2.2. For any Coxeter groups W , we have H
and W is generated by elements of order 2. The statement for H 2 (W, Z) was proved by Howlett [13] (following earlier works by Ihara and Yokonuma [15] and Yokonuma [25] ). The nonnegative integers n 1 (W ), n 2 (W ) can be computed from the Coxeter graph for W . As for n 1 (W ), let G W be the graph whose vertices set is S and whose edges are unordered pair {s,t} ⊂ S such that m(s,t) is a finite odd integer. Then it is easy to see that n 1 (W ) agrees with the number of connected components of G W . In particular, n 1 (W ) ≥ 1 and hence 
The corollary does not hold for the third homology or higher. Indeed, for the Coxeter group W (I 2 (q)) of type I 2 (q), which is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 2q as mentioned before, it can be proved that, if p divides q, then
). This observation also shows the necessity of the p-freeness assumption in our results for p ≥ 5. Finally, we will recall a consequence of results of Nakaoka [16, 17] which was mentioned in the introduction. [16, 17] ). Let S n be the symmetric group of n letters. Then
Theorem 2.4 (Nakaoka
Proof. In his paper [16] , Nakaoka proved the homology stability for symmetric groups. Namely, for 2 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ ∞, the homomorphism
induced by the natural inclusion S m ֒→ S n is injective for all k, and is an isomorphism if k < (m + 1)/2, where A is an abelian group with the trivial S n -action, and S ∞ is the infinite symmetric group [ 
Combining these results, we see that
Applying the universal coefficient theorem, the theorem follows. Theorem 1.1, together with Corollary 2.3 for p = 3, generalize Theorem 2.4 to all Coxeter groups. For further results concerning of (co)homology of Coxeter groups, we refer the book by Davis [9] and papers [2-4, 10, 11, 18, 20, 23] as well as references therein. In particular, the vertices are cosets of the form wW S\{s} (s ∈ S, w ∈ W ), the maximal simplices are the singletons wW ∅ = {w} (w ∈ W ), and the codimension one simplices are cosets of the form wW {s} = {w, ws} (s ∈ S, w ∈ W ). In what follows, we will not distinguish between X W and its geometric realization.
There is a simplicial action of W on X W by left translation w ′ · wW T := w ′ wW T . The isotropy subgroup of a simplex wW T is precisely wW T w −1 , which fixes wW T pointwise. Next, consider the subcomplex 
, however, they are isomorphic if k is relatively small:
Proof. Consider the spectral sequence
(see [8, VII.7] ) and note that
where the RHS is the co-invariant of H |S|−1 (X W , Z (p) ) as a W -module (see [8, III.1] ). Since each s ∈ S acts on X W ≈ S |S|−1 as an orthogonal reflection as mentioned in §3.1, it acts on H |S|−1 (X W , Z (p) ) Z (p) as the multiplication by −1. It follows that the co-invariant H |S|−1 (X W , Z (p) ) W is isomorphic to the quotient group of Z (p) by the subgroup generated by r − (−1)r = 2r (r ∈ Z (p) ). But this subgroup is nothing but the whole group Z (p) because 2 is invertible in Z (p) . This proves E 2 0,|S|−1 = 0 and hence
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We will prove Theorem 1.1 by showing the following two claims:
Claim 1. If W is a finite p-free Coxeter group with rankW
≤ 2(p − 2), then H k (W, Z (p) ) = 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2(p − 2).
Claim 2. Claim 1 implies Theorem 1.1.
The first claim is equivalent to Theorem 1.1 for finite p-free Coxeter groups with rankW ≤ 2(p − 2), and will be proved by a case by case argument. The second claim will be proved by the induction on rankW by using the equivariant homology of Coxeter complexes. Let us prove Claim 2 first.
Proof of Claim 2.
For every Coxeter group W , there is a spectral sequence
where S i is the set of representatives of W -orbits of i-simplices of X W , and W σ is the isotropy subgroup of an i-simplex σ (see [8, VII.7 
]). It is the Leray spectral sequence for the natural projection EW
is the trivial W σ -module because W σ fixes σ pointwise. We may choose the subset {W T | T S, |T | = |S| − i − 1} (the set of i-simplices of ∆ W ) as S i , and the spectral sequence can be rewritten as 
) for all i, which implies the lemma because ∆ W is an (|S| − 1)-simplex and hence contractible. Although such a claim may be familiar to experts, we write down the proof for completeness. To show the claim, we recall the construction of the spectral sequence (4.1) given in [8, VII.7] . At the first stage, the E 1 i,0 -term of (4.1) is given by E
) W , which is isomorphic to the one in (4.1) due to Eckmann-Shapiro lemma. The differential d 1 : Z (p) ). On the other hand, the composition 
The claim follows immediately.
Proof of Claim 2.
We argue by the induction on |S|. When W is finite, we may assume |S| > 2(p − 2), for we suppose that Claim 1 holds. Consider the spectral sequence (4.2). Observe first that all W T 's appeared in (4.2) are p-free and satisfy rankW T < |S|. By the induction assumption, we have
. Now Claim 2 follows from Proposition 3.3 and 3.4.
Proof of Claim 1.
Given an odd prime p, if W is a finite p-free Coxeter group with rankW ≤ 2(p − 2), then W decomposes into the direct product of finite irreducible p-free Coxeter groups W W 1 × · · · × W r with Σ r i=1 rankW i = rankW . Since Z (p) is PID, we may apply the Künneth theorem to conclude that Claim 1 is equivalent to the following claim:
Claim 3. If W is a finite irreducible p-free Coxeter group with rankW
We prove Claim 3 for each finite irreducible Coxeter group. Firstly, the Coxeter group W (I 2 (q)) of type I 2 (q) is p-free if and only if q is prime to p. If so, H * (W (I 2 (q)), Z (p) ) = 0 for * > 0 because the order of W (I 2 (q)) is 2q and hence having no p-torsion. Next, we prove the claim for the Coxeter group of type A n . To do so, we deal with cohomology instead of homology. We invoke the following elementary lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a finite group and p
Proof. Since H k (G, Z) is a finite abelian group, the universal coefficient theorem implies
On the other hand, H k (G, Z) is isomorphic to its dual (non-canonically) because it is finite abelian. Taking p-primary components of both sides and applying the universal coefficient theorem as in (2.2), we obtain the desired isomorphism. Now Claim 3 for W (A n ) can be proved by applying standard arguments in cohomology of finite groups:
Proof. Recall that W (A n ) is isomorphic to the symmetric group of n + 1 letters S n+1 . If n < p then S n has no p-torsion and hence H k (S n , Z (p) ) = 0 for all k > 0. Now suppose p ≤ n ≤ 2p − 1, and let C p be a Sylow p-subgroup of S n , which is a cyclic group of order p. Then H * (C p , Z) Z[u]/(pu) where deg u = 2. Let N p be the the normalizer of C p in S n . It acts on C p by conjugation, and the induced map N p → Aut(C p ) (Z/pZ) × is known to be surjective. Consequently, the invariant H * (C p , Z) N p is the subring generated by u p−1 . Since C p is abelian, the restriction 
In view of Lemma 4.2, the proposition follows.
0 for all prime numbers p as was observed in the proof of Lemma 4.3, the vanishing range 1 ≤ k ≤ 2(p − 2) in our theorem is best possible for p ≥ 5. 
holds for all n ≥ 2, and
holds for all n ≥ 4.
Proof. Recall that the Coxeter group W (B n ) is isomorphic to the semi-direct product (Z/2) n ⋊W (A n−1 ) (see [9, §6.7] or [14, §1.1]). In the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
On the other hand, W (D n ) is known to be isomorphic to the semi-direct product (Z/2) n−1 ⋊ W (A n−1 ) (see loc. cit.), and the proof for
These observations prove Claim 3 for p ≥ 11, for all finite irreducible Coxeter groups of type other than A n , B n , D n and I 2 (q) have no p-torsion for p ≥ 11. The case p = 3 follows from Corollary 2.3. Now we will prove the cases p = 5 and p = 7. Observe that, apart from Coxeter groups of type A n , B n , D n and I 2 (q), finite irreducible p-free Coxeter groups, with rank at most 2(p − 2) and having ptorsion, are W (E 6 ) for p = 5, W (E 7 ) and W (E 8 ) for p = 7. So the proof of Claim 3 is completed by showing the following lemma:
Proof. The Coxeter group W (A 4 ) is a parabolic subgroup of W (E 6 ), and they have a common Sylow 5-subgroup C 5 , which is a cyclic group of order 5. The transfer homomorphism to the Sylow 5-subgroup H k (W (E 6 ), Z (5) ) → H k (C 5 , Z (5) ) is injective and factors into a composition of transfer homomorphisms
In view of Lemma 4.3, we conclude that H k (W (E 6 ), Z (5) ) = 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ 6, which proves the lemma for W (E 6 ). On the other hand, there is a sequence of parabolic subgroups W (A 6 ) < W (E 7 ) < W (E 8 ), and they have a common Sylow 7-subgroup C 7 , which is a cyclic group of order 7. The proof of the lemma for W (E 7 ) and W (E 8 ) is similar.
COXETER GROUPS WITH VANISHING p-LOCAL HOMOLOGY
In this final section, we introduce some families of Coxeter groups such that H k (W, Z (p) ) vanishes for all k > 0.
Aspherical Coxeter groups.
A Coxeter group W is called aspherical in [18] if, for all district Coxeter generators s,t, u ∈ S, the inequality
holds, where 1/∞ = 0 by the convention. The inequality is equivalent to the condition that the parabolic subgroup W {s,t,u} is of infinite order. The (co)homology groups of aspherical Coxeter groups were studied by Pride and Stöhr [18] , and the mod 2 cohomology rings of aspherical Coxeter groups were studied by the author [4] . Among other things, Pride and Stöhr obtained the following exact sequence 
APPENDIX
The following is the table for the Coxeter graph Γ, the order |W (Γ)| of the corresponding Coxeter group W (Γ), the order |W (Γ)| factored into primes, and the
